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President’s Message
Ich kann das nicht verstehen !!!
By Phillip Nerandzic

a spill involving Wally and Sue Sikora. Sue wrenched
her knee and had to sit out the remainder of the festivities. Hopefully everything is back to normal!! Bill
Whitmore aka “the pig guy” did another stupendous
job cooking and carving said beast so that we might
enjoy a delicious meal. Thanks to all the directors and
members who all pulled together to make this event
happen!! And last, but certainly not least, I’d like to
thank my wife, Nancy, for her tireless efforts without
which this event would have never happened!! BTW,
great Stew Friday night!!

Well, here we are in the middle of
riding season, for those of you not temperature impaired, as am I. I think I may just park my trusty
steed till the weather cools enough to suit my heat
aversion. For those of you made of sterner stuff than I On a more sober note, I’m a little disappointed at the
ride on.
somewhat low turnout. Only 40 some persons
deemed this event worthy of their participation. Hopefully we’ll do better at the fall “Oktoberfest”!!
The spring tune-up clinic at Turp’s shop was well attended and a good time was had by all. Again many
thanks to Turp and Cheryl for graciously hosting this Pat Corrigan had a nice turnout for his dual sport ride.
wonderful yearly event!!
Kudos to those intrepid souls that partook!! I understand he is planning another ride soon. Watch the
ride schedule for specifics.
The Experienced Riders Course was conducted in
partial rain, but was still a successful event, even with
a few fair weather no-shows. Only two bikes were
I understand a fair number of our membership atdropped, mine being one, and one almost dropped.
tended the R.A. Rally in Wisconsin. Thanks to Wally
But hopefully we learn from our mistakes!! Thanks to for taking the time to sit in on the president’s seminar,
Pat and Bruce for blocking in this event for the mem- as I was unable to be there.
bers of our club. I would recommend this course to
everyone, regardless of experience!! Bad habits were
I was able to make it to the M.O.A. Rally in PA. When
corrected and the proper techniques practiced. I hope
I wasn’t melting from the oppressive heat, I had a
to see more of you next year!!
very good time. Alas I could only take so much and
left on Saturday morning, so that I might retain my
Director Mick Skowronsky plotted and led a very en- solid form and not be reduced to a mass of primordial
joyable spring kick off ride to the Olentangy Indian
slime!! Who am I kidding? I was pretty Slimy by the
Caverns, an interesting diner, whose name escapes time I left. NO MORE SUMMER RALLEYS FOR
me, Iron Pony and back to Cleveland. Unfortunately
ME!!! Stick a fork in me, I’m done!!
there were only four people that participated!! But we
had a grand time anyway!!
The next event will be our Fall Rally. This year we will
be changing things up. Seeing as to how we are a
I wasn’t able to attend the Sistersville weekend.
BMW [German] organization, we will be having an
Hopefully everyone participating had a wonderful
“Oktoberfest” the weekend of Sept. 9-11 at Whispertime!! Maybe next year?
ing Hills RV Park in Big Prairie, OH.[near Shreve] Details will be in this issue of the CCN, on the website,
and a mailed flier!! Hope to see you there!!
Our Annual Micro Rally was extremely enjoyable, despite the heavy downpour on Friday night!! Saturday’s breakfast was a real smorgasbord of various
In October, at a date yet to be determined, we will
fruit filled pancakes, and tasty sausages, complehave our annual Poker Run. Keep your eyes peeled
ments of Cheryl Fallis, and Cathy Skowronsky. Unfor- for details as they become available. In closing, I
tunately the weather did not co-operate so that we
would like to thank Mike Stroup for his service as a
could take a Saturday ride, so we managed to enjoy director to this club. He was involved in a terrible
some leisure time at the campground. The weather
crash that left him injured and bike less. Mike has
improved nicely, so that we were able to get the field since resigned as a director, and we wish him a rapid
events off without a hitch. Well, somewhat. There was recovery!!
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Any questions, comments, feel free to contact me at rebootsize11@live.com Ride Safe And Ride Often!
P.S.: Congratulations to Don Walker- 9th place nationwide and 2nd place in Ohio and Paul Mitchell a.k.a.
“Average Mileage” Rider . Congrats also to all the other club members, too numerous to name, who contributed to a fine showing for our club and our state in the MOA mileage contest!!

What is this?
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BMWMOC Calendar of Events
*visit www.bmwmoc.org (Calendar) for updated event information or call Phil Nerandzic for details (216-651-6451) *

Buckeye Beemer Rally
When: August 26th- 28th
Where: Whispering Hills RV Park
Big Prairie, OH (near Shreve)

Eastern Ohio Blacktop Ribbon Ride
When: October 8th
Where: Sheetz in Streetsboro @ 9 AM
Info: Wally Gingerich, wallyging@gmail.com

Membership Meeting
When: September 1st, 7:00:PM - 9:00:PM
Where: Sweetwater Landing
1500 Scenic Park Drive,
Lakewood, OH 44107

Susquehannock Lodge Weekend
When: October 10-11th
Where: 509 US 6 West, Ulysses, PA, 16948
Info: Paul Mitchell, mitchellrrc@gmail.com

BMW MOC Oktoberfest Campout
When: September 9th-11th
Where: Whispering Hills RV Park
Big Prairie, OH (near Shreve)

Membership Meeting
November 3rd 7-9PM
Panini’s 480 W. Aurora Rd
Sagamore Hills, OH 44067
Membership Meeting
When: December 1st 7:00:PM - 9:00:PM
Where: Panini's 480 West Aurora Rd
Sagamore Hills, OH 44067

Track Day
When: September 12th
Where: Mid-Ohio Race Track, Lexington, OH
Info: Marcial Ingal, mingal2@sbcglobal.net
BMW MOC Directors Meeting
When: September 29th 7:00:PM - 8:30:PM
Location: Dimitri's Restaurant Parma
Membership Meeting
When: October 6th 7:00:PM - 9:00:PM
Where: Panini's 480 West Aurora Rd
Sagamore Hills, OH 44067

BMWMOC Annual Holiday Bash
When: TBD
Where: TBD
BMWMOA Events Calendar
http://www.bmwmoa.org/calendar/all
BMWRA Rally Map
http://www.bmwra.org/rallymap/

[If you don’t think you need a helmet, you probably
don’t] Author Unknown
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New Members
By Wally Gingerich
Jonathan Kaesgen
I've been riding for 13 years and have spent most of that time off road, bleeding orange. Last summer, I was
commuting on a KTM dual sport with access to trails so I could get muddy on the way home. Then it happened; the knuckleheads on loud quads ruined my good thing and I lost my trail access. That left me feeling
a need to enjoy the tarmac more. I had also been wanting to get the laptop off my back. It seemed that fate
was pushing me toward a sport touring bike.
I started looking at eBay and having had a soft spot for the K1200RS, I typed in
BMW RS to see what would pop up. I quickly found a 1995 R1100RSL with no
title and some crash damage to the front end. Also available from the same seller,
was a 1996 R1100RSL with low mileage and more substantial crash damage. A
trip to Rhode Island later and I had a project. I originally wanted to build up the
1996, but the damage was more than I expected and it quickly became the donor.
I wanted the vin to match the parts in the bike, but I didn't have a 1995 title. Back to eBay I went and came up
with a 1995 R1100RS frame from the same build month with a clean title. A few weeks later, I had a 1995
frame and title from eBay with most of the 1995 bike with the locks, ignition, head light and luggage from the
1996. The plastics were a mix from the 1995 & 1996 with the fairing literally being spliced from the best sections of the two.
The first day out was a good test; a back roads run, at a brisk pace, to the Ohio River and back; a bit over
400 miles. She has performed flawlessly and is a definite keeper.
Back to the boring bio bits: I grew up in Brunswick and live in North Ridgeville. I work for MTD in engine development. I am active on a few forums like advrider and MOA as rxcrider. I'm on a hiatus from the dirt for a
few more years, but I'll eventually be back to the dual sport and possibly enduro. Track days intrigue me, but
crashing on a street bike at speed gets expensive, so I'm avoiding the temptation... for now.
Roger Lohrey
I have been riding motorcycles for about 6 years. I bought my 2008 R1200R in December of 2010. I moved
up from a Suzuki M50. My riding is mostly commuting to and from work, but I try to
do at least two trips a year. Most of the trips go into West Virginia, Virginia, and
Western Pennsylvania. I am a Mechanical Engineer and I live in Northfield, Ohio. I
am married and have a 13 year old son. My interests outside riding include electric
powered radio controlled airplanes and helicopters, and competitive 22 caliber rim
fire rifle target shooting. I have made a rig for my R1200R so I can carry two rifle
cases and my shooting gear. This way I can ride to the competitions. I enjoy my
BMW VERY much. I plan to keep this bike for a
long time.
Neil Waxman
I currently live in Pepper Pike, and I ride a Silver Smoke 1974 R90S. I purchased this bike in 1981 when I was living in western Pennsylvania, from a
person on Long Island, NY, who bought it in Germany when he was in the
service. He apparently had dreams of riding it a lot more than he did because
it only had 80 miles on the odometer! The tires were flat and needed to be replaced as did some of the other
rubber, but it started right up and the engine compression was good. While the owner didn’t ride it he at least
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New Members (Cont’d) & Election Announcement
started it and ran it now and then. It needed badly to be run but as you might expect it was mint. I pushed it
on to a van and hauled it back to Pennsylvania. I replaced tires and other rubber, drained the tank and
cleaned it, changed all fluids, points, plugs filters, etc., put some fork stabilizers on it, and it was good to go. It
came with a set of Krauser Star hard bags which came in very handy since this was my sole means of transportation for the summer of 1982. I had been a longtime member of the BMWMOA but let it lapse when I
stopped riding when we had kids. For the next 20 years I kept the bike running but only rode it very sporadically. Now that the kids are gone I have come back to riding. I had the tank professionally cleaned and
sealed, and an electronic ignition installed. I am still only an occasional weekend rider, however, as I seem to
have other activities and commitments which demand my time.

Election Announcement
a. A summary of the election process will be published in the Club's newsletter serving as notice to the membership
prior to opening the annual officers election nomination window. During the September membership meeting, the
President will appoint a three member Election committee from the general membership and declare the nomination
window open.
b. An individual must meet all applicable membership requirements, must have attended at least five monthly member
ship meetings during the 12 months prior to the September membership meeting, and must expect to be able to attend
all Board and monthly meetings during the coming year to be eligible for nomination. Meeting sign in sheets will be used
to verify the required attendance.
c. Nominations must be seconded by another member.
d. Individuals may be nominated for more than one position, but can only accept one nomination.
e. The Election Committee will confirm that each nominee is willing to serve. Nominations of unwilling nominees will be
withdrawn.
f. At the end of the October meeting, the President will make a final request for nominations and then declare the nomination window closed. Additional nominations are prohibited prior to and on the Election Day unless there are no nominees for a particular position; then nominations will be accepted only for that position. The President shall appoint any
additional directors as needed to address the growing membership per Section IV,
g. In the case where nominees for all positions are running un-opposed, the election may be declared Moot by a membership meeting vote at the November meeting. If so voted, further efforts and expense to conduct an election shall be
suspended. The new Board of Directors shall be announced at the January membership meeting.
h. The Election Committee will compile an Annual Election Ballot and a document containing optional nominee position statements. If a nominee chooses to provide a position statement, it must be received by the election committee no later than
thirty days following the October membership meeting. The Election Committee will distribute electronically or by mail, one
ballot per member and the optional nominee position statements at least thirty days prior to the January membership meeting. The ballot will provide: a list of nominees, a space for write-in votes, an address where the mail in completed ballot must
be returned or instructions for returning the electronic ballots, and a deadline date (December 31st) after which ballots received will not be counted.
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We went east to go west. The RA in Chippewa Falls, WI
By George Lopez
Colleen and I left Cleveland at 6:00 Tuesday morning, needless to say there wasn’t much of a rush hour
that time of the morning. We crossed over into Canada by way of the Peace Bridge and arrived at Niagara Falls around 11:00 am. Took some pictures of the

Falls and went on to the
Whirlpools.
After the Whirlpools, we stopped at Budd’s BMW Motorcycle in Oakville, Ontario for a couple of T-shirts.
At 2 pm Colleen and I were starving so we hit the Canadian version of McDonald’s, Tim Horton’s. From
there we continued up route 10 then to route 6 ending
up in Tobermory where we met up with Arp and
spent the night. Well half way to Tobermory the temp
dropped to 45 which wasn’t a big deal. We had our
electric liners so we where toasty, but then the drizzle
started and the wind was blowing. The last 2 hours to
Tobermory was a little on the ugly side. We got to Tobermory about 6 pm and checked in. Because of the
inclement weather we decided that walking around
the town wasn’t a great idea so we made plans with
Arp and had a nice dinner at a nearby restaurant.
At 5:00 am the next morning
we were up and started to load
the trailer. The ferry MS ChiCheemaun left at 7:00 am but
they wanted the bikes there by
6:00 am because we were the first ones to board the
ship. We loaded the bikes without incident.
If you decide to take the ferry bring your own tie
downs. They only supply rope. We went up stairs to
the restaurant where we had a nice breakfast and a
beautiful view of Georgian Bay. The crossing to the
South Baymouth Terminal took about 2 hours.
From there we took route 6 to route 17, the Trans Canadian Highway, to Sault Ste. Marie where we
crossed back into the US without incident. It was

lunch time at this point so we stopped at the Lock
View restaurant for some fish and chips. We continued through the UP and followed route 28 to route 2
and spent the night in Manistique, MI.
The next morning we continued along route 2 to route 8
and various other roads
which I don’t remember the
names of until we hit route
29. We stayed on route 29
until we arrived in Chippewa
Falls around 3:00 pm. The
first thing we did when we got into town was to check
in to the Rally. The first familiar face we saw was Bob
Wood working the check in window. Next stop was
the AmericInn where we unloaded the bike and
trailer, took a quick showers, got back together with
Arp and headed back up to the Rally. On the way to
the vender building, we ran into another club member, Don Walker.
Like most RA rallies it’s not very big. You usually get
1,200 people attending and you don’t get as many
vendors as the MOA rallies but there was a good selection of vendors. After Arp, Colleen and I finished
walking around the vendor building we hit the beer
tent for some local brew. While there we decided to
have a chicken dinner which was very good. While
we were eating Wally Gingerich, Don Kirkwood and
Paul Koontz joined us for dinner.
Friday’s forecast called for some super-hot weather
(98) so after I washed the bike and trailer at a local
hand car wash and Colleen did some laundry, we
found a place that was doing tubing. We sat in the
cool river in the heat of the day for a few hours. Later
that evening we meet up with a friend of mine that
used to live in Cleveland but moved to Chicago a
couple of years ago.
Saturday we left Chippewa Falls for German Town
near Milwaukee where we found out it wasn’t such a
big European German village but we did manage to
find a little area that had some restaurants that looked
the part. While having dinner we talked to the waiter
that directed us to Milwaukee if we were looking for
something to see. It turns out that Milwaukee has a
big music fest along the lake front so after dinner we
headed to Lake Front Milwaukee, On the way I just
had to stop and take a picture of my LT in front of the
Harley Museum.
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We went east to go west. (cont’d)
The next morning we took a leisurely drive over to the
Lake Express Ferry docks just south of downtown
Milwaukee. The ship didn't sail until noon so we
weren’t in a hurry. The ferry is a little pricey but it
does get you over to Muskingum, MI in 2 hours. Boy
is it smooth, we were cruising at 40 knots and you
wouldn’t know it.
The ship
had a couple of floors
and the
main passenger
deck had seats like
an airliner and TVs
all over showing
movies. If you where
hungry, there was a
galley serving hot

able amount of time, the newspaper reported.
Traffic manager Tom Szabo of the Kane County
Transportation Department kept a close eye on the
bill, HB-2860, as it worked its way through the Illinois
House and Senate, which amended it to apply only to
cities of less than 2 million people.
Szabo said the size and weight of some motorcycles
makes it difficult to trigger the “loop detector” at intersections that change the signal.
“The detectors are embedded in the pavement and
use magnetic fields to determine the presence of a
vehicle,” Szabo said. “Some other intersections use
video detection.”

and cold food.
Once we got to
Muskingum, MI it
was a 5 hour
ride back to
Cleveland.

GENEVA, Ill. — If Illinois Governor. Pat Quinn goes
along, motorcyclists could start ignoring some red
lights. Many of us have been at a red light that won’t
turn green, but it’s far more likely for those on a motorcycle because the stoplight sensors can’t always
tell a vehicle of that size is present.
Motorcyclists and bicyclists in some areas will often
pull up to a red light that won’t change to green. The
reason is that the embedded sensors that trip the
switch to change them don’t detect a vehicle as light
as a bicycle or motorcycle.
That has led to a bill, now on the governor’s desk,
which would allow motorcyclists to treat a red light as
a stop sign if it doesn’t change to green in a reason-

Failure of a signal change isn’t a major problem in
Kane County, Szabo said, but he admits it does occur
occasionally.
“Bicyclists are actually more of an issue, and we want
more pedestrian push-button signals for them, but
bicyclists tend to not use those anyway,” Szabo said.
“There are newer technologies coming to make things
safer for motorcycles and bikes.”
Motorcycles, scooters, mopeds and bicycles don’t
weigh enough nor have enough metal to trigger the
sensors, so lawmakers felt those vehicles should be
able to proceed at a red light “within a reasonable period of time.”
For motorists and law officials, that could become a
of a judgment call.
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Alaska Briefly
By Larry Cardo
Club members Wayne Slepecky and Larry Cardo Anna flew home from Calgary. The ride from Calgary
rode to Alaska in late May. The ride went at a quick to Cleveland was grueling. We were spoiled by the
pace to Seattle. There Wayne’s wife Anna met us.
Larry got new tires and we took a 3 day ride on the
Alaskan inland ferry to Haines AK. Great scenery
along the Inland Passage.

In Alaska we rode to Valdez, Anchorage, Denali, Fairbanks, the Arctic Circle and Tok. The ride on the Dalton Highway to the Arctic Circle was mostly gravel
and naturally it was raining. Thus, the ride was a little
challenging on our big heavy bikes.
We returned down to Calgary via the Yukon Territories. We went the total distance of the Alcan Highway
from Fairbanks to Dawson Creek, BC about 1500
miles. Great scenery and almost no traffic, but lots of
construction, i.e., gravel or lack of gravel. Naturally
we visited Jasper and Banff as we passed through
the Canadian Rockies.

wonderful scenery of Yukon and Alaska along with
the almost total void of traffic.
The total bike miles were about 9000. A little too
many for a months sight seeing trip. Wayne and I
hope to provide more details and pictures about the
trip an upcoming club meeting

Money ca
n’t buy ha
ppiness, b
m akes m
ut it
isery easie
r to live wit
h.
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Yugoslavia redux
By Roger Pivonka
Last September I took a tour of one half of the former dinner the restaurant owner’s daughter asked us to
Yugoslavia, namely Slovenia and Croatia.
wait for someone and she would bring complimentary
drinks and desert.
This May I went to see the other half, Serbia, Kosovo The desert tray had a dozen servings on it and I said
and Macedonia with Bulgaria and Albania thrown in “It would be an insult to not eat it all.” So we set to
work and managed to
for good measure. We even slipped through Bosnia/
enjoy every bit of the
Herzegovina and Montenegro when we crossed four
wonderful sweets.
or five borders in one day near the tour’s end.
That ‘someone’ turned
All of the countries we visited during the two week
out to be the owner of
tour were interesting and had very good riding for us.
the unnamed security
A constantly changing variety of mountains, rivers,
firm. Our guide introlake shores and forestlands kept our interest between
duced as all and we
the major cities. As expected, we also saw some fathree
riders
retired
for
the
night
while our guide and
mous old churches, monasteries and castle forhis
new
buddy
went
off
clubbing.
tresses, but not so many as to be overloaded with
them.
On to Demir Kapija then Lake Ohrid, Macedonia for
We started in Belgrade, Serbia, a good example of a another rest day at the Royal View Hotel on the shore
of Lake Ohrid.
very large, busy city within walking distance of sevAnother very
picturesque
town
with
good
sight
seeing. This
is where I first
saw the billeral tourists worthy sites and a short taxi ride to many
boards
anmore. Derek even went to the Opera one evening
nouncing
the
there. I went walking to see what I could and enjoyed
end
of
the
seeing the famous “grey, Soviet Bloc” buildings which
world
on
May
are very evident even today.
21 – gosh, I wouldn’t even get home for that.
And Belgrade is certainly more than that – I also visited their very modern shopping mall which has many Moving right along we headed for Gjirokaster then
of the brand names you would recognize from your Vlore, Albania for another rest day. That afternoon in
town we heard a lot of loud voices shouting from one
favorite mall.
street over and I thought it might be some dangerous
We rode to Belogradcik, Bulgaria and then on to
political rally – but no, it was the soccer game in town
Sofia, Bulgaria for a rest day and much sight seeing.
– they LOVE their soccer matches.
Although the whole tour was great I liked Sofia the
best. Almost everyone in Sofia (and throughout the Next we rode to Tirana, Albania then Prizren, Kosovo,
Mokra Gora, Serbia and back to Belgrade.
tour) looked like they were Clevelanders!
LOTS of wonderful sights to see and they are doing a
lot of city improvements which makes the city seem
very alive.
Our guide met a fellow motorcyclist when we arrived
and he turned out to be the owner of a very large private security firm in Bulgaria (they provide security for
Bulgaria’s President too). That evening as we finished

Yugoslavia redux (cont’d)
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In the bigger cities it was easy to find McDonalds and
We only had one day of rain and a few sprinkles. We Dunkin Donuts if necessary.
also saw many flocks of animals being herded along
the roads and in many places they allow “free range” I noticed that the most popular car in Albania seemed
for whatever animal you might own.
to be Mercedes Benz.
One day Derek and I were following a bit behind
Douglas and our guide when we saw a large (? 150
Lb?) pig lying in the road among a bunch of horses in
the roadway. Derek and I picked our way through the
animals and a few
minutes later caught
up with Rozle and
Someone told us that many of them are stolen in
Douglas. We mennorthern Europe and resold in Albania (who knows?).
tioned the sleeping
pig and Doug said –
For our final dinner in Bel“He’s not sleeping, I
grade we dined on a floating
hit him with my enrestaurant IN the Danube
gine guard or sideRiver at it’s confluence with
case.” Doug and his bike were covered in mud or
the Sava River.
maybe some other pig by-product?
It couldn’t have been more scenic or a better ending
to
a wonderful two weeks riding in Southeast Europe.
We stopped for lunch at a restaurant/fish farm one
https://picasaweb.google.com/
are
at
day and they just dipped a net in the pond to get Pictures
RJPivonka/EasternEuropeMay2011
Douglas’s fish for lunch – THAT’S fresh.
On another day, we came to a turn in the road and
Rozle went straight off the turn onto a dirt road and
stopped. Doug and Derek stopped ahead of me and
then I applied my brakes only to have the bike rocket
ahead without the least bit of slowing.
I sideswiped Douglas and he fell over (unhurt). The
roadway had a very fine layer of something like talcum powder and Rozle also
couldn’t stop that’s why he went

off the road. Just another fun day in the former Yugoslavia!
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Sunny Skies & Lies
By Don Poremski
As rarely as the sun has been seen this spring, the crow eating, which took place even with the foul afterassembled riders for a trip and overnight to Sisters- taste. Bottom line, we stayed, ate and partied.
ville WV had a glorious day for winding through SE
Ohio.
Yes, there were a couple of glitches regarding start
time and copious apologies were offered to those affected. There will be ugly rumors about how some of
the wrong turns were deliberate, but though deviousness was not the intent; a great section of road was
discovered as a result. And, it wasn’t just the usual
suspects present.
New to the club, Chris Hitchcock not only participated
but led a section until a Harley parade was encountered. Hope to see more of you Chris. The Nahas’
also took part as did the Shrefflers, the Borks and Rihas’. Coming from PA were Trent and Janet in their
V13R trike and Bob Simpson. Missed you Nancy.
As was reported to the club prior to departure, the
Wells Inn is under new ownership and being refurbished. There’s plenty to be done, but the new owners seem equal to the daunting task. The rooms were
nicely furnished if small, and the restaurant has a delectable menu. Breakfast was complimentary, too.
The Fly-to-Sistersville ferry was not operating, so we
did a hairpin through New Martinsville to get to the

The huge urinals have been retained and a bridal
suite is nearing completion.
Things are looking up for the Wells Inn with the resurgence of oil extraction activity in the area. I don’t give
a frack about it, but it should bring some prosperity to
the area.
That new section of road? Try 147 East from Belmont
to Bellaire and 250E and 519W retain honorable

WV side of the Ohio. The river was too high for safe
operation. Checking in was when a poor choice of
words led to an ugly contretemps. Charles Winslow
took umbrage, as perhaps he should have, to a quip
made by the author about the lack of communications
between him, his wife and his registration software. A
glaring, steaming proprietor threatened to throw the
entire group out of his hotel which necessitated much

I used to be decisive, but now
I’m not so sure
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Now That My Knees and Ears Are Hairy
By Don Poremski
In journalistic circles it’s considered
“infra
dignitatum” (beneath dignity) to
use the first person for
straight reportage. That’s the
province of novel and mystery
writers. However, this change
that has gradually come over
me cannot be depersonalized, nor should it be. I suspect that many long-time riders will agree with the
phenomenon—the change of preference from speed
to handling.
Now that my knees and ears are hairy I less enjoy
straight line velocity and now gravitate toward twisty
roads at more moderate speeds. Present machinery
owned doesn’t really control those urges.
The Suvanuzzi (Kawasaki ZX-11D) can achieve well
over 150 m.p.h., but I’m using it more these days at
half the speedometer arc or less. I also have a BMW
R80RT which didn’t at first have much appeal to me,
but a couple of trips into America’s Southeast
changed that. The relatively short wheelbase and
adequate steam let me keep
up with superior equipment
on Virginia and North Carolina two-lanes. It reminded me
a lot of my ’79 Kawasaki

KZ650—throw it in
and twist the go handle with no fear of a
horsepower-induced
loss of rear wheel
traction.
Does it take exposure to multiple machine ownership
(more than a dozen over the years) to move one from
idol worship of persons like Sir Malcolm Campbell,
Chuck Yeager and Art Arfons to one’s own friends
who happen to be excellent riders? Maybe, but I offer
it’s more the enjoyment of “the pace”, the challenge of
slag-strewn right- handers in West Virginia, the
switchbacks of the Appalachians that has modified
my mojo. When I hear a fellow rider speak of doing a
“buck and a half” on his machine, I now know that he/
she is a Rollie Free (Bonneville record holder) fan as
opposed to Nicky Hayden (motorcycle grand prix
champion), both accomplished and memorable riders,
but worlds apart in specialties.

How will becoming more hirsute effect my future motorcycle ownership? Motorcycle enthusiasts always
need one more bike, so now I might look for an older
example: an ’83 GPZ550, an F800S—and, lawdy,
don’t let me come across a ’93 Moto Guzzi Daytona
at anywhere near a reasonable price. So, now
comes the inevitable
question.

What and how would I
ride if I were a Hobbit?

Editor’s note: Hey
Don, how about one of
these? )
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South Africa & Swaziland
By Paul Mitchell
Wanderlust seems to have penetrated my persona
with previous trips to the French/Spanish Pyrenees,
Tuscany, Morocco & Southern Spain and now--South Africa and Swaziland. Almost nine years ago I
returned to moto riding due to a significant lifechanging experience and I’ve never looked back.
Even with domestic trips, I’ve chosen great destinations in North America.
So, why Afrika? It’s simple . . . because it’s there!
I have a wall map in my office
with green flags of all of the
destinations I’ve visited either
for business or for pleasure
and red flags for those that I
dream about and get the
“Lonely Planet” guides for the
inside scoop of the next trip.
Fortunately I have a profession that affords me the opportunity for domestic & foreign travel and to bank award
points as well. These deposits have been a significant
enabler for these adventure trips. At one Coffee and
Scone morning rest stop in Simon’s Town, SA, I
found a brass plate embedded in a picnic table. It
read; ALL OF OUR DREAMS CAN COME TRUE IF
WE HAVE THE COURAGE TO PURSUE THEM.
Now I knew that someone else also had my mantra
and recalled the decision process to take
my first adventure. I
thought of so many
reasons not to ride the
Pyrenees
Mountains
but then I said to self,
“Self, why not!”
Back to the topic at
hand- I was contemplating either South Africa or New
Zealand for the next trip and watching how South Africa handled the World Cup events. They were superb! Additionally, I discovered that there are three
GREAT coastal motorcycle roads in the world; US 1
in California (lived there and done that multiple
times), the Great Ocean Road in the Aussie state of
Victoria AND the South Africa Atlantic & Indian Ocean
coast roads that are split by the port of Cape Town.
From the whale watching port of Humanus to Cape
Town and through the wine country and coastal town

of Hout Bay returning to Cape Town along the Atlantic shore the twisties are SPECTACULAR!
But wait, there’s more! My adventure started in
Joburg (a name acceptable to the folks in Johannesburg) to the north and immediately off the lughawe
(Afrikaans for airport) tarmac to Pilanesburg Game
Reserve where a week earlier a bull elephant flipped
a car with it’s occupants still inside. (http://www.hoaxslayer.com/elephant-road-rage.shtml)
The huge Packy didn’t
want to share the gravel
road with vehicles so he
cleared it post haste!
Yes, Virginia, these are
wild animals! The most
dangerous is not the elephant or even the majestic King of the Jungle-the
Lion but the beastly Hippo. The hippo is a water
creature and occasionally
surfaces like a submarine
by blowing it’s ballast tanks
and walking ashore to feed
on vegetation and weighing in at a mere 2-3 tons.
More humans are killed by
trampling by the hippo than
any other encounter with wild animals in Africa.
At the Pilanesburg Reserve near Joburg we observed
giraffe, wilder beast, elephant, crocs, rhinos, Cape
buffalo, hippos, impalas, bushbuck, eland, klipspringer, kudu and many other species including brilliantly colored birds and turtles basking on rocks in a
lake.
We returned to our B&B in Pretoria later in the afternoon and I crashed after my journey which included
two back-to-back red-eye flights.
The next day we met out tour guides and their family
just a short stroll from the B&B. After completing the
paper work for the R1200 GS’ that would take us on
the a 1500 mile adventure through 39 mountain
passes, we departed for Kruger National Park, and
Swaziland. There was also a 750 mile overnight train
journey (with the bikes in a separate car) from Joburg
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Afrika & Swaziland (Cont’d)
to the outskirts of Cape Town for the second week in We returned to our B&B and a traditional Braai (BBQ)
South Africa.
and our tour guide’s home which included chicken,
beef, boerwors (home-made sausage), slaphakskeentjies & roostekoek egg based side dish and
pastry bread) and lots of local beverages. We had a
great “English” breakfast the next morning and
headed to the train station for the train trip to the outskirts of Cape Town. Earlier in the trip I tried a special
appetizer of bone marrow in a steakhouse as well as
It would be impossible to the Mopane Worm, Croc tail & Impala at the Shanshare all of the stops on gaan Tribal village. These people speak Zulu & Swazi
this trip but we did see a (and English) and preserve their traditions through
natural geography that resembled the Grand Canyon, tours of their village and dance festivals.
high plains, pine forests, lush orchards & vineyards,
rivers and rugged mountains. A two day visit to Swa- The next week we HQ’d at a down town luxury hotel
ziland included stops at the Swazi Candle Factory in Cape Town and rode both the Atlantic & Indian
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dk7mRE4V14Y)
Ocean coasts seeing surfing beaches with shark
and the
NGWENYA (Crocodile) Glass Factory look-outs, lush suburban homes, mountain vistas and
(http://www.ngwenyaglass.co.sz/) incidentally, the vineyard winery lunches! I had a brush with African
King of Swazi chooses a new child bride every spring. Killer Bees (my label) getting stung twice on separate
This could be a plot for a “Special Victims” segment occasions with the second resulting in a welt the size
but in a short conversation with a local lady we of a baseball. I now carry an EpiPen just in case a
learned that she was offering her daughter in ex- more serious reaction takes place at home.
change for 50 head of cattle and a better life for her
For a full itinerary of this trip go to (http://
daughter and herself. I refuse to judge others based
www.samatours.co.za/) and click the 10 Day Train
on cultural differences and learn to better appreciate
Tour under the “Guided” sections. Most of the photos
the wealth and opportunity we have at home.
are also on the BMWMOC photo page.
Upon return, I was able to place two green flags on
After a three day journey north, the luggage bearing my map and now am planning another trip in ’12 to
chase van with a spare GS in our mirrors, we arrived another exciting destination with exotic foods, lanat our Hazy View Lodge at the perimeter of Kruger guage and a history of cosmic proportions!
National Park, a 7,500 square
mile game reserve. The next
morning before sunrise, our
Safari Truck picked up its
three visitors for the day-long
adventure. We saw similar
game as the other reserve but
got close up to an elephant
that wasn’t pleased with our
presence as well as a pride of lions demonstrating the
mating ritual. You will learn why the lion is called the
King of the Jungle by reading this link . . . (http://
www.bio.davidson.edu/people/vecase/Behavior/
Spring2004/shelburne/mating.html) Even though
there are army patrols, poachers still harvest the
rhino for its precious horn which is used as an aphrodisiac in certain Asian cultures. By March they had
already found the carcasses of 102 rhinos that had
been killed.
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At This Latitude, it will be no further west than Columbus
By Don Poremnski
There are those who are capable of long rides in hot
weather through the Midwest, but, after The Firecracker RA rally in Chippewa Falls, WI, I am not one
of them. Iron Butters, I salute you, but will, from this
day forward, not join you in heading west into farmlands.
You IBers tell me the secret is in preparation. I didn’t
make the grade in that arena either. Forgot some pills
I’m supposed to take daily, left the route sheet in another tank bag, and didn’t get out of town until late in
the afternoon. All of which are capable of being overcome with some creative thinking. Push on, stalwart
rider. Push on!
All that pushing got me to a cheap motel in Decatur
IN. Was I tempted to use the wet bar of soap and
quick turn-down technique to check for bedbugs?
Yeah, the temptation was there, but so was trust. The
shower, bed and working TV had me in a better state
of mind upon retirement. The next day was going to
be a long one, but it would be met with steel resolve.

Twelve miles of driving rain, winds up to 70 m.p.h.
and the semis not slowing down a bit were wearying
to say the least. I would be moved as many as two
feet from my desired path without warning. Come on
civilization!
Another cheap motel let me dry out my riding gear,
but the storm had knocked out the cable and phones,
so a couple of crossword puzzles sufficed. At least
one stop while dry got me connected to my doctor
who convinced a pharmacist that I really should have
that rat poison. Detailed directions were still to be
had.
Arrived in Chippewa Falls just in time to catch the RA
Rally riders passing in parade mode. Asked about the
fair grounds locale and got good answers. Got registered and the tent was up by noon. Saw some former
MOC members and some present Four Winds members so it wasn’t a total loss. But fair grounds are not
conducive to good rallying. Everything is so spread
out. There were plenty of urinals and stalls, but
THREE showers within reasonable walking distance.
Oh, ride to them you say. Nope. My butt would not
see the R80RT’s saddle until the morn. Five hundred
plus miles, the last fifteen of which were in raging
storm had drained my enthusiasm for riding for at
least one day.

The resolve weakened a bit with a tank refill, the first
of three. Were those rain clouds forming in the west?
You betcha, Tonto. Into the rain suit for one hundred
miles. Rats! That’s a cut in the Tingleys isn’t it? That
boot will dry as the trip proceeds. Wet thrice, dry
twice would be the summation for day two. But it was
Now that the reality of the situation was inescapable,
the last fifteen miles that were a bit scary.
it would take two whole days to get home, camp got
rearranged onto the bike and eastward/southward
The flashes in the west could just be fireworks.
travels begun. Two and a half tanks, maybe three
They’re all in one place…oops they slipped a little
would be the goal.
northward with those last salvos. Gee. Now they’re all
across the horizon. Maybe Interstate 94 is immune to
Well into tank number three, darkness falling, no mostorms. And maybe mud fences aren’t ugly.
tels presented their beacons. Ironically, two were
missed in Akron IN. They were hidden behind the
The first strong gusts were just like a semi passing
McDonalds and Wal-Mart. That will show me not to
fifteen miles per hour faster than your progress, remibe an elitist. Now heading for the next town…what.
niscent of a lot of riding in Texas. Strong prevailing
Wait. Is the road rain-grooved. I was weaving way too
winds had you tilted five or ten degrees while mainmuch for that. Slow down, get to the side of the road
taining a straight path. But this was a tad more um,
and there it was; a flat rear tire. The location was a
pronounced. The first rain drops were halting. Maybe
bridge section over a small creek. There were no
it’s passing north of me. Well, no. Here was the
lights except those from passing vehicles. Thank you,
downpour with no overpasses for shelter. The next
Harbor Freight for all those free digital flash lights.
town can’t be that far. Even Chippewa Falls is only
One of them showed what looked like the head of a
fifty miles.
cotter pin sticking out of the tire.
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At This Latitude, it will be no further
west than Columbus (cont’d)
Can’t plug a tubed wheel. It’s 11:45 p.m. It’s dark.
There’s not much hope of getting a wheel off the bike,
a tire off the rim and a tube repaired in that scenario.
Plan B? “Hello, Triple A? Yeah, I’m three miles west
of Silver Lake on route 114 and have a flat tire. No.
It’s not a car. I’m on a bike. Yeah. Got someone who
can handle that chore? Super! I’ll wait for you to get
back to me.”
A bike goes by as the clock registers 12:30 a.m. and
it prompts thoughts about the past when one biker
would never just pass a disabled bike without an offer
of assistance. Cruiser dude. What can you expect? At
least no bugs are biting.
What! Cruiser dude has turned around and he and his
passenger come back for a look-see. Old school biker
manners are alive and well.
The cool red neon light under the Kawasaki Vulcan
acts as a warning to oncoming traffic so things are a
little better. AAA calls back with an ETA of 45 minutes
for the flat bed truck. Now, where does the truck take
my ride and me?
Snap. The Anonymous Book! I think I brought it with
me. Yea! I did. There is a local guy in Warsaw. The
codes say shelter, tools and repair space. Will anyone answer at 1:10 in the morning?
For an MOA member who has never been contacted
through the book, he is willing to help. Truck, bike,
operators and rider arrive at his garage at 2:35 in the
a.m. Is this guy a saint or what? Did I mention he had
house guests and that his wife that broken her ankle
and dislocated her shoulder earlier that day? He took
pity and let me take the couch instead of setting up a
tent.
Our combined efforts the next day led us to discover
that the cotter pin had torn a three-inch long gash in
the tube, so no patch would work. Hmmm. July 4th, a
Monday, holiday weekend…they combined to make
the chances of finding a replacement inner tube
rather gloomy. “You don’t really need a tube in a
snowflake wheel do you”, said Rick. That was the
premise for what followed.
Would the cast aluminum wheel even accept the inflation devices used universally in modern auto and

bike wheels; the casting is so thick. Could the stem
from the inner tube be used with flexible washers to
deliver air to the now tubeless tire. Umm, no it wouldn’t. Off to Wally World for auto inflation stems. There
they are two to a blister pack. I’ll take those and one
of those kits for plugging a tire.
The stems are too wide for the hole through which the
inner tube stem normally protrudes. Well, let’s drill the
wheel to the right size. The casting is too thick for the
ridge in the stem. Let’s bevel the hole from the inside.
Still too thick. Let’s cut some rubber out of that area
and give it a try. Ooops. Pulled one in half. There are
two in the package so here goes again. It worked!!
Will it hold air? Yes it will. Now there’s just 275 miles
to ride with a time bomb under me.
First five miles. Okay. Next fifty miles. Still okay. All
the way home and still holding the air it got in Warsaw. BMW doesn’t recommend this fix, but a fix it
was. Immeasurable thanks to my anonymous buddy.
More national rallies? I’m going to take a sabbatical
on them for a while. More long rides? Ditto. If you’re
going farther west than Columbus OH, I’ll meet you
there in the little red convertible.
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Hot in Bloomsburg
By Judy Gau
What a wild and crazy summer this has turned out to
be. If we aren’t having severe weather warnings (and
sever weather to go with them), we are having temperatures in the 90s. Neither one is very favorable
riding for me, nor I’m sure for others also.
When I decided to head to Bloomsburg earlier this
year for the BMWMOA, I was intent on camping and
riding with a few friends. Then an opportunity came
for a dorm room, so I thought, “I’ll take it”. Private
shower, toilet, air conditioning, mattress, and plenty of
room to throw your bags. Still wasn’t sure if dorming
would be worth it, but took the chance and found a
few roommates. Plans were set and just awaiting the
date. The dorm rooms were suites: $25 a night, two
bedrooms, living area, full kitchen and dining area.
What a deal!
Dan from Indiana and Bob from Huron arrived the
night before our departure so we could get an early
start before the sun was up with record temperatures
predicted. At the very last minute, I mean seconds
before we were to depart, a decision was made to
take the car and scrap the bike riding due to the high
temperatures. Bob and I just transferred bike items
into the back of the car. Dan rode his bike as he was
heading on to Delaware after the rally to visit family.
This was probably the best decision I have made in
years, driving a Chevy to a BMW National Rally.
Woo-Hoo! And I found out while at the rally that the
same decision was made by many who attended.
Again with the temperatures reaching over 100+ degrees every day, it was almost unbearable to walk
amongst the vendors. The vendors in the buildings
were slightly cooler, probably 10 degrees or so, the
sweat running down your face and neck most times.
Any iced rags placed for cooling very quickly heated
up. It was ugly. Tried to find several Cleveland club
members that were unaccounted for, only to find out
later they had left the rally early and headed home to
get out of the heat. I don’t think I would have survived in a tent, or been a very pleasant person.
I was able to locate quite a few of the club members
and we held a few gatherings, especially by the beer
tent for hydration. Let me tell you about the beer tent;
I found a beer that I genuinely like! Normally I don’t
care much for the stuff but this one was good. Several members also visited the Yuengling Brewery for

a tour and tasting, which was worth the trip through
the mountains to Pottsville, Pa. Another good reason
to have the car is that it held cases and cases of our
hydration purchases.
Next day a few of us ended up at Bill’s Old Bike Barn
Museum in Bloomsburg by chance. It was a unique
collection of vintage motorcycles and Americana
memorabilia, with streets of yesteryear. Interesting
items were everywhere, some new enough that I remember them as a kid.
On Saturday the temperature was flexing from 103° –
106°, depending on who was broadcasting it. It didn’t
matter to me; it was still hot regardless of the numbers. When it came time for the closing ceremonies
in the grandstands, I didn’t think it could have gotten
any hotter. The sun was shinning down on the thousands sitting in the stands and reflecting off the roof
down onto us ... just like a real oven. One of the preshow events was hot rod cars with flame throwers out
the back end. Of course, these cars had to set off
their torches towards the middle of the stands causing a wave of heat that elevated the temperature
reading over 200 degrees. Who ever decided this
event was a good thing to have, I guarantee was not
sitting in the stands. Wake up BMWMOA, wasn’t it
hot enough? It should have been called off. But then
to cool us off, we had water bottle missiles thrown
into the stands to the lucky ones to catch and not be
hit in the head or face to keep hydrated. It could have
been handled differently all the thank yous and honorable mentions could have been quicker while we are
all roasting in the sun.
A recommendation to
BMWMOA is to please have a brochure to hand out
to all attendees with those you want to thank and
those that need kudos instead of standing in the
shade on stage going on and on for over an hour. I
know all those putting together this event appreciated
it, but the weather was a factor that could not be
changed. Lives were in danger of heat exhaustion
and heat stroke. Doesn’t having to call out dozens of
numbers for door prizes tell you that many of the attendees left due to the weather?
Restaurants in town were numerous and food was
pretty good. There were many stores to shop, including a wine store from a local winery, and quaint areas
to stroll around.
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Hot in Bloomsburg (cont’d)

Our trip ended with my BMW Chevy not wanting to get out of park, so we sat waiting over an hour for a tow
truck in the fair ground field to tow us to a dealer in town. The tow drive did a quick fix to get us going and
that was a welcome relief. We were able to get back home and have repairs done in Cleveland.
BMWMOA is planning their next rally in Sedalia, Missouri. Do you know what the normal temperature readings are in Missouri during rally time? 105+! Higher temps than we had in Bloomsburg. I personally will not
be attending due to the temperatures. Can we all let BMWMOA know that a rally in June, September or October would be more favorable? I swear they scout out these places in January – March for the following
years. With the ages of BMW riders, they turn into curmudgeons without their small comforts, so BMWMOA
needs to consider that in their selections. Enough Said.
For those of you that attended this rally, it will be remembered always as the hottest BMWMOA rally ever.
We survived the BMWMOA 2011 Heat Wave in Bloomsburg PA without too many casualties.
Enjoy your summer riding, hope to see you all on the road.
(Editor’s note—a few
photos to support
Judy’s narrative!

